GRAND OPENING SPECIAL OFFER – Introducing OWAY Hair Rebuilding and Reconstruction
Treatment Packages for Damaged, Weak and Brittle Hair.
Absolique Hair Health Clinic are so excited to be offering you this amazing new service that we have
tested and can confidently say IT REALLY WORKS!

Special Offer Save $295
Includes One Free Treatment - Valued at $150
Free Home Routine Kit with Rebuilding Hair Bath & Mask - Valued at $145
Six x One Hour Treatments Over 8 Weeks - Valued at $900
Professional Diagnosis of the Hair and Creation of a Customized Treatment Path – Invaluable
Special Offer Price $750
Only 5 Available at this Special Offer Price!
Call Absolique Hair Health Clinic on 07 3229 3242 to secure your SPECIAL OFFER
OWAY Hair Rebuilding is the method that rebuilds hair that is damaged due to poor hair structure,
repeated chemical treatments, mechanical stresses, environmental aggressions and thermal
instruments. The hair is dull, breaking, has rough and porous structures, reduced duration of colour
retention and lack of essential elasticity. At this level of hair damage, it is not enough to act just on
the surface of the hair; the action must be combined with professional treatments that can restore
the hair substance.
OWAY rebuilding packages can offer regenerated, softer, more flexible and more resistant hair. All
these hair benefits will enhance any hair type especially recovering from hair growth problems.
OWAY hair rebuilding system in not a one-off miracle treatment and needs a customised hair
rebuilding treatment package delivered over 8 weeks along with a home routine rebuilding bath and
mask to maximise results.
Intensive Rebuilding Treatment includes the Action of INFRARED HAIR REMEDY – UNTRASONIC AND
INFRARED RADIATION PLATE. The infrared Hair remedy is an innovative ultrasonic and infrared
radiation plate for regenerating hair treatments. It seals and thickens the hair cuticle layers, repairs
tissue capillaries, prevents split ends, keeps hair bouncy and retains colour over time. Infrared rays
have been used for years in aesthetic medicine therapies that regenerate cell tissue and repair aging
effects, in the hair care field, infrared therapy is used for cellular energy. Heat is produced by the
electromagnetic vibrations of the infrared ray and is a type of heating that comes from within and is
not harmful. Ultrasound is an outstanding conveyor that optimises any treatment. From one
treatment to the next, the hair improves in cosmetic appearance, structural feel and remains
healthy.

